the hard yards.
June 2019

INDUSTRY AWARDS RECOGNISE TOP PERFORMANCE
LT McGuinness received prestigious honours at this year’s Master Builders’ Commercial Project Awards, taking home the
2019 Supreme Award, Platinum Award, two National Category Gold Awards and a Value Award (project over $15 million).
It was a night to remember for LT staff who attended the May 17 event
at Auckland’s Skycity. The focus of the Master Builders’ awards is to
acknowledge and celebrate the firms behind New Zealand’s most
successful building projects. The competition includes a range of
categories, judged by an expert panel of construction practitioners.
This year’s highest honour, the Supreme Award, was presented to LT for
the Price Waterhouse Cooper building on Wellington’s waterfront. The
project won gold in the commercial category (CARTERS Commercial
Project Award), and also took home the Value Award (over $15 million).
Judges were particularly impressed by the project team’s perseverence
throughout the build. They commented, “This project had some early
setbacks including project delays and challenging inherent ground
conditions at the site. Despite this, LT McGuinness delivered a stunning,
well balanced, award-winning five storey building at a prime Wellington
waterfront location... It (the project) demonstrated a great level of trust,
collaboration and a high standard of workmanship across all trades.
The completed building was a credit to all involved and shows how a
team approach will always provide a winning result.“
Wynyard Central
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The construction team behind Auckland’s Wynyard Central were also
delighted to win gold for the residential category (Winstone Wallboards
Residential Project Award). Panellists noted, “The construction team
faced numerous challenges, starting with excavation below the high
tide mark on a contaminated site.” Despite these obstacles, “The final
result is well detailed and superbly crafted.”
LTM also picked up the Platinum Award in recongition of outstanding
achievement in commercial construction by winning five or more
national awards including Clyde Quay Wharf, The Aurora Centre and
St Mary of the Angels.
For LT McGuinness, the awards reflect a strong company culture where
talented staff are willing to go the extra mile to produce outstanding
results. Thank you for your hard work!
A special mention also goes to the project teams including Architectus,
Athfields, Dunning Thornton, RCP, AECOM, Mott MacDonald, all of the
subcontracting teams and our client Willis Bond & Co.
PwC Centre

The best in new

Architecture

LT McGuinness is proud to have partnered with some of New
Zealand’s top performing architecture firms, recognised at this
year’s New Zealand Institute of Architects Awards.

The NZIA awards are a chance to highlight the very best in national
architecture across the organisation’s eight national branches. A high
degree of craftsmanship is involved in the final products, so LT was
delighted to be involved with a number of these winning project.
St Mary of the Angels

Both Adam Parkes from Warren and
Mahoney Architects and Ryan Carter
(PCT) gave shout outs to LT, with Adam
thanking LT staff by name for their effort
in delivering Charles Fergusson Tower,
describing it as a “landmark building”.
Congratulations to all of the winning firms.

Charles Fergusson Tower

Small Project Architecture Mother Aubert Chapel
Tennent+Brown Architects Ltd
Mother Aubert Chapel

Housing, Multi Unit Wynyard Central East 2
Architectus.

Award Winners:
Whistling Sisters

Heritage - St Mary of the Angels Church
Bulleyment Fortune Architects Ltd and
Ian Bowman, Architectural Conservator,
Architect in association

Commercial Architecture Charles Fergusson Tower
Warren and Mahoney Architects Ltd

Wynyard Central

Wynyard Central
was also awarded
‘Best Multi-Unit’
in its category
in HOME NZ
Magazine’s 2019
Home of the Year
competition.

Hospitality - Whistling Sisters
Architecture HDT Ltd

Restoring St John of God
Strengthening heritage buildings is an LT speciality. In the Wellington suburb of Karori, staff are busy breathing new life
into a beautiful 1920s structure. Joel Doran describes the project.
Once a residential
home, St John of God in
Karori is now used as a
private hospital and care
facility. We are currently
strengthening the main
building – an historic gem
constructed in 1925.
LT are collaborating on
the project with structural
engineers Clendon Burns
and Park, and Design
Group Stapleton Elliot
architects on the project.
As you can imagine with
a building of this age,
which has already had two
extensions and upgrades,
there were many design
changes to the details. We
have uncovered a number
of discrepancies in the old
plans and are still making
new discoveries that no
one knew existed!
At the moment, we are
removing the internal
structural brick work, leaving only the exterior shell of the building.
To enable these works and reinstate the structure, 120 acrow and
several tilt slab props have been used to hold it all together.
Completion is due late September.
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Harbour City Centre’s revival

30 Madden moving up

With structural
work and seismic
strengthening at
Harbour City Centre
having drawn to a
close, interior and
finishing work is
now in full motion.
Wade Pulford reports
on progress at the
central Wellington
project.

Blake Honeyfield reports from ground level in Wynyard Qtr.
At 30 Madden we are pleased to announce that our site is
now 95% contamination free. This means the 25 LT staff and
six subcontractors on the job no longer have to wear the
white overalls – a huge milestone!
The team is currently in the process of back-filling in
between ground beams and pouring the ground floor
slabs in the apartment and the carpark blocks. This is all
in preparation for the arrival of our structural steel from
Thailand at the end of May.

Harbour City Centre
Annexe is a seismic
strengthening and
refurbishment job
bringing both the annexe and tower building up to 100% of
new building standards. Architecture firm HMOA lead the
design with Dunning Thornton as the structural engineers.
There is also a fit-out contract for levels one-three of the
building for the new tenant, FNZ. This is being led by Josh
Maxwell, who has recently come from the Wellington City
Council fit-out project. He brings new energy to the job
and has hit the ground running.
The timber floor structure requires a double layer of
gib lining to provide a strong fire rating, and 9000m2
of noiseline will be installed to improve acoustic
performance. In addition, 3000m2 of strandfloor will be
layered over the plywood structure. A team effort from
the ATLAS and LT crew are up for the challenge and look
forward to completing the task by the end of May.
To finalise the structural work, a section of the building
was temporarily propped up to remove a 12m long transfer
beam. It was replaced with a column to ensure the 3.7m
high ceiling on level one remains uninterrupted. Another
intricate structural feature included installation of a large
intertenancy staircase to connect levels one to three.
The Cudby crew recently completed a timber-raised
floor on level three, impressively constructed from over
four kilometres of 300xS0 timber joists and 400 sheets of
plywood.
As we approach the
finish line, the next
few months are going
to be challenging
for the 150 LT staff
and subcontractors
combined on site. With
a wide range of interior
finishes to complete,
everyone is looking
forward to seeing this
old building brought
back to life and having
tenants occupy it once
again.
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The installation of large steel base plates into the foundation
beams looked tricky at first, but with the right heads
around the table we came up with a methodology that Ben
Sarginson and his team have executed with ease.
Vance Pettit has been
putting in the graft, keeping
the site immaculate and
organised. Carlos Cal, our
quantity surveyor, runs a tight
commercial ship with the
Brazilian ‘street style’ bartering
approach he uses with
suppliers and contractors.
After a slow start with the
piling, we experienced a
golden run of weather which
allowed us to pull back three
weeks of the programme.
This is good news as we look
to a significant amount of
structural steel work ahead.

Busy getting off the ground
Located in the heart of Wellington’s Cuba Precinct, the
Willis Bond Farmers development is progressing from the
ground up. Sam Boult provides a project update.

and a large structural steel
reaction frame.
We have begun production
screw piles, which will follow
on to foundation beams/pads
and the later installation of
structural steel ‘K’ frames.
Like most jobs, the challenge
is moving beyond ground
level.
Alby is doing a great job
ensuring all deliveries and
members of the public
are safely managed, whilst
maintaining a tidy site
entrance. This is amongst the
hive of other construction
activity on Victoria Street.

Demolition of the car park and existing Matterhorn and
Mighty Mighty Building (104-106 Cuba Street), all part
of the Farmers Building development, is already largely
completed with the exception of the ground floor slab and
foundations.
The team has commenced pile testing; of which two piles
will be tested (one in compression and one in tension). The
compression test involves installation of four reaction piles

Interesting finds...
In addition to the vintage wallet found
back in March, a number of old cigarette
packets have been discovered within the
existing floor (see photo). The archaeological
consultant believes an old road may run
under the annex building. Watch the next
Hard Yards for an update!

Staff farewells
The company is sad to farewell
Mark Matthews, who is moving
to Northland with his family, and
Chris Diston, who is going to
be doing some work at home.
The good news is that Chris will
be staying on as a consultant
to LTM for the immediate
future. We thank Mark and
Chris for their efforts and we
particularly thank Chris for his
great leadership of our Health &
Safety.

How long have you been working for the company and what is your role?
I have been with the company since April 2016, working in the Health and Safety
Department. My days are spent between the office (working around Health and Safety
documents) and on site – delivering internal training, supporting the officers and
visiting/auditing the different sites.
Favourite part of the job?
Working across the sites with different teams. This gives me the opportunity to learn
something new, every day.
Funniest memory from the office?
When I worked in Europe– the clash between the English and Portuguese could
sometimes end up in funny moments!
Interests outside of work?
I love travelling, sport (I play tennis and I’m a football fan) and spending time with my
family and friends.
Something unusual that most people don’t know about you?
I like skateboarding. On a sunny day, the ride between Queens Wharf and Oriental Bay is
a must do!
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Roadtripping with our new set of wheels

Colour me and win!

WIN

Colour in our new van and be in to win a $30 Westfield voucher!
Competition is open to kids aged 13 and under.
Prize drawn on 8 July 2019. Winner will be notified by email.
Entries can be dropped at reception or emailed to: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

With LT Auckland’s growing staff numbers, we decided that a
10-seater van was needed to help make it easier for employees to
get to work. Just as we do in Wellington (where we operate three
commuter vans) the company can now pick up and drop off staff in
the outer regions of the city.
The vehicle was purchased in Wellington but needed to get to
Auckland somehow. Luckily Marianne Mulholland was willing to
lend a hand. “I was planning a roadie anyway, so a friend and I took
the van for a trip up the North Island.”

16/05/2019

Your name:

Age:

Van name:
Email:
Contact phone:

Marianne was sure to capture the journey in pictures. First (below)
is the start of the journey, second is a sunset in Whanganui, the third
is a Coromandel hill, and the fourth is our new van happily arrived in
the carpark at 30 Madden in Auckland.
We are looking for a name for this lovely set of wheels, so if you have
any ideas, direct them to the office!

Traveling in a Van coloring page | Free Printable Coloring Pages

Smooth sailing ahead
after hard yards
Michael Paulin

Best view in town
In Lambton Quay’s Dimension Data House, Tony Gormley and
his team are busy working on a new fit-out.
The upgrade for investment firm Forsyth Barr is designed by Warren
and Mahoney Architects, along with Holmes Consulting and NDY for
the engineering.
Tony reports: “We have finished our steel stud install and have 80%
completed the double lining gib system. Our grid ceiling is currently
being installed with 30% of the aluminium complete.”
Stylistic features incluse stone floors and carpet tiles, along with
timber flooring in the kitchen area.

Underwater construction work has wrapped up at the
Worser Bay Boating Club in Wellington and sailing
members are ‘rapt’ with the finished project.
The project involved construction of a new concrete
boat ramp, including a mass concrete retaining wall with
timber breastwork to improve the mooring capability of
the club.
There were three staff on site, including top guys James
Toimata and Siu Katoa. Putting on a cold wetsuit each
day and working in with the tides meant some early
starts and late finishes. James and Siu (below) were not
fazed by the cold water and pushed on to complete the
tricky project.

The project has a quick turnaround and is due for completion mid
August. Tony and the team are on the case, with five LT staff and 15
subcontractors on site. Tony gives a special mention to staffer Dan
Williams, who, “is always reliable and doing a great job.”

To learn more about WBBC’s development, you can visit
their Facebook page and view a photo series tracking
the building’s progress.

When asked about what challenges they’ve encountered so far,
Tony mentions, “noise restrictions, lift usage, curved wall finishes
and existing services interfering with new build!” However, there is
a silver lining – the “best view in town.” and “we’re meeting new
workers in the team, such as local subcontractors Ray and Richard.”
Looking ahead, Tony and a few other LT staff head away to Thailand
at the end of May to take part in the ‘World Cup Masters Football
Tournament.’ All the best for the competition guys.
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Water bottles - Our Lady of Kapiti
Luke Presto represented LT at the Launch for Our Lady of
Kapiti School becoming a Water Only School on Friday 24
May 2019. LT were pleased to sponsor the branding of the
brightly coloured water bottles featured in this photo. The
children were excited to receive these bottles which are part
of their Healthy Futures Water Kits. The children enjoyed
having Irene van Dyke join the launch by helicopter and then
went on to take part in a fun run.

Sponsorship

Tania Dalton Foundation
In the last Hard Yards edition Paris Lokotui (a rising netball
star) was pictured with Aaron Lindsay receiving the LT
sponsored scholarship. Since that edition Paris has been
paired with Irene van Dyk as a mentor and she’s made the
NZ Secondary Schools team who are hosting England this
season. Well done to Paris.
Paris is also offering our young-LT-kids some netball
coaching on Sunday 23 June, mid-day. Venue yet to be
decided. If your kids would like to participate, get in touch
with Marianne asap. This is an amazing opportunity for our
rising netball stars, as Paris has a hectic schedule fitting in
Year 13 study and netball commitments.

Nick T’s update
Nick Tuilaepa has come a long way since his health setback
in October last year and is working hard on his rehabilitation.
This photo shows him hard at work building coffee tables
from timber he has salvaged and stock piled for use by all at
the rehabilitation joinery workshop at the hospital.
Nick has apparently signed a confidentially agreement as
to exactly where the timber came from, but it is very much
appreciated!

Keystone
Keystone held a ‘Thank You to Sponsors Evening’ on 8
May at the Foxglove. This provided Sean McGuinness,
Marta Fonseca and Marianne Mulholland to meet with
the Wellington students supported by the Keystone Trust.
Keystone is about supporting tomorrow’s property leaders. If
you would be interested in becoming a mentor or learning
more about the Trust, get in touch with Marianne. As it turns
out, the Foxglove was an excellent venue as the students
could see a live construction site as LT are replacing the
Foxglove deck.

With Compliments
ck
Cuba Precinct Feedba
m,
Heya LT McGuiness tea

Pastoral House Feedback
I want to say how impressed I am
with the renovations taking
place at Pastoral House – opposite
my office. I look down on
the foyer of the building and the dest
ruction of the entrance roof,
planter boxes and tiles has been com
pleted in such an orderly
fashion. There are a large number
of trucks on site each day and
the speed with which they exit and
enter the narrow driveway onto
the busy Terrace roadway is incredible
. The site manager must
have a military background because
everything is always completed
with such precision and timeliness!
After reading your newsletter and
seeing the wonderful renovations you have completed througho
ut New Zealand I have complete
faith in you helping to spend our taxe
s wisely. The senior management should be very proud of all your
workers.
Regards,
Elizabeth Josephson
(Practice Manager at GAU LT MIT
CHELL LAW)
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staff news
Wgtn Apprentices Quad Biking

Wellington Apprentices enjoyed Quad Biking through the
Wanuiomata Hills and the Orongorongo River on Saturday 25
May. Ethan Chapman, Carl Green, Aaron Jeffs, Connor Barkess,
Alexey Plyshevesky, Liam Will, Perry Ratana, Matthew Uilao,
Mel Favell, Peter Blang and Phil Schwalger took part while Jack
Craughwell, Onani Finao, Jamie McKay, Matt Kontze, David
Gregory and Rawiri Riwaka were absent.

Wgtn event - Axe Throwing

The Wellington Social Club got their Viking on at the
Sweet Axe Throwing Co.

In memory of Les Taylor Charity Bowls Tournament

Akl event - Snowplanet

It was a wonderful turnout at the Hutt Bowls Club to
commemorate past LT employee and legend - Les Taylor.
Teams took to the green for a competitive (and hot)
afternoon, all whilst fundraising for an excellent cause the Te Omanga Hospice in Lower Hutt.

Auckland staff took to the slopes at Snowplanet. It was a great day
and the boys had a blast.

Mozambique Fundraising
Mozambique needs everyone’s help to recover from Cyclone
Idai (that happened in March) and anyone can help. With that
in mind, Marta and Paulo hosted five fundraising dinners - one
per each year they lived in Mozambique - at his place in
Wellington. The fifth and last dinner was on Saturday and they
raised the stunning amount of NZ$ 1,375.00. All the money
raised was donate to ‘Save the Children Mozambique’.
A big thanks to all who participated in the dinners and to
LT McGuinness for the support and donation.
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staff news

Follow us @ltmcguinness_construction
Got a good story for Hard Yards? Email: ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Spotted...

Announcements

Staff from the Bowen and CFT campus enjoy venturing
out for the Procore dinner in Wellington.
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Penny Kerr from Willis Bond
putting in the “Hard Yards” during
demolition at the Matterhorn
Bar! Who would have thought
she keeps a 90deg battery drill
attachment in her bag?”

Check out Jason Mann’s
recent timelapse of
construction at Hobsonville
Point. Visit: JasonMann
Photography.com

A friendly local sent this photo in of an LTM ute parked at a
supermarket. Some Whittakers is up for grabs for guessing
whose exceptional parking this is. - ltm@mcguinness.co.nz

Bill Manuel hard at Work at Metalmorphic’s
Marine Workshop.

Getting the Master Builders’
awards through airport security.

The Aussie leaves Bowen
Campus.

Welcome
A warm welcome to new staff:
Wellington
Evan Bishop, Dale Keenan, Zayd Osman, Peter Samuelu,
Jonathan Hulse-Sangster and Matt Scully.

Auckland
Rob Bailey, Marc Bautista, Toetuu Fatai, Lara Hynson, Kevin Kruger,
Matthew Lawson, Alama Moller, Fidell Nicholson, Wayne Rose,
Mana Tonuú, Don Walker and Benjamin Yip.
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David Spiers’ son and grandchildren popped into Francis
Place to check out the new wall mural.

